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Instructions for the students :

 1. All questions are compulsory. 

 2. Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

 3. This booklet has two sections : Practical/Oral and Writing.

 4. This booklet includes total 10 questions.

 5. Write your answers in the given space. 
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Oral Section

Q. 1) Give your opinion for the following questions.     (04 Marks) 

 1) Do you feel that computer literacy is very important in today's education? 
                  (1 Mark)

 2) What are the characteristics of good students?  (1 Mark)

 3) How do you spend your leisure time?      (1 Mark)

 4) Tell few lines about your favourite teacher?   (1 Mark)

Q. 2) Answer the following questions orally.    (06 Marks) 

 A) Respond orally in two sentences for the following situations. (Any one)  

                 (02 Marks)
  1) You get first rank in Inter-school drawing competition.

          2) Your parents didn't allow you to go for school picnic.

 B) Speak about the given topic. (Any one)  (04 Marks)

  1) My favourite sports personality.

             2) The season I like the most.

Writing Section

Q. 3) Read the passage and do the following activities.  (08 Marks)

In the poorer parts of New York, there was a colony 
where many struggling artists lived. Among them were Sue 
and Johnsy. They had come to New York from different 
parts of the United States. When they met, they found that 
they shared the same interest and they became friends. 
They shared a flat and set up a joint 'studio' trying to earn 
a living through art. 

Johnsy was small, thin and not very strong. After 
spending a few months in New York, she became ill 
with pneumonia. In those days, it was not easy to cure 
pneumonia patients. Though Sue looked after her well, Johnsy showed no signs of improvement.

 One day, the doctor told Sue that Johnsy had one chance in ten. ''And that chance is for her 
to want to live,'' he said. ''Your little lady has made up her mind that she's not going to get well.'' 
He told Sue that medicines alone did not help if the patient did not wish to live. 

That day, Johnsy just lay in bed without making any sound or movement. First, Sue thought 
that she had fallen asleep but then she noticed that Johnsy was looking out of the window and was 
counting something again and again in a very low voice - almost a whisper.
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 A) State whether the given sentences are true or false. (02 Marks)

  1) Sue and Johnsy were struggling artists.  ....................................

           2) Johnsy was suffering from Jaundice.  ....................................

 B) Find out the similar words with meaning for the following from the passage.
                  (02 Marks)

  1) The place where paintings are made : ...................................

          2) Talk Softly : .............................................

 C) Do as directed.         (02 Marks)

  1) Johnsy showed no signs of improvement. (Add a question tag)

   ...................................................................................................................................     

           2) They became friends. (Identify the tense)

   ...................................................................................................................................     

 D) Do you like teamwork? What are the advantages of teamwork? (02 Marks)

  .........................................................................................................................................

  .........................................................................................................................................

  .........................................................................................................................................

Q. 4) Read the passage and do the following activities. (08 Marks)

A patient, James Cornish, was suffering from a very serious knife wound. The knife had 

cut an artery less than an inch from his heart and punctured the pericardium (the sack around 

the heart). Dr. Williams with six staff doctors, performed a complicated and daring operation.  

Dr. Williams became the first surgeon to save his patient by successfully repairing the human heart.

Now many more advanced techniques are used to in this speciality, to deal with heart 

complications. Open heart surgery, which can help to repair heart defects, heart valves or even 

replace them, is also performed successfully. With proper measures, patients can recover from 

cardiac surgery faster than they did before.

Neurosurgery is another recent speciality to have received recognition since the early 1900s. 

It is concerned with the treatment of disorders of the nervous system. Neurosurgeons operate 

on the brain, the spine or nerves. They may treat patients of all ages, from the new-born to the 

elderly, who have suffered a stroke.
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 A) Complete the table.        (02 Marks)

Name the internal 
organs of the body  
mentioned in passage

1) ...................................................

2) ...................................................

3) ...................................................

4) ...................................................

 B) What are the types of surgery mentioned in the passage? (02 Marks)

   ..........................................................................................................................................

   ..........................................................................................................................................

   ..........................................................................................................................................

  C) Do as directed.          (02 Marks)

   1) Give two modal auxiliaries from the passage.

    ....................................................................................................................................

   2) They can treat patients. (Change the voice)

    ....................................................................................................................................

  D) Do you like to discover the new ideas? Why?   (02 Marks)

   ..........................................................................................................................................

   ..........................................................................................................................................

   ..........................................................................................................................................
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Q. 5) Write an appreciation of the poem 'Bees' with the help of given points. (05 Marks)

Bees

    So work the honey- bees, creatures that by a rule in nature teach

    The art of order to a peopled kingdom,

    They have a king and officers of sorts;

    Where some, like magistrates, correct at home;

    Others, like merchants, venture trade abroad;

    Others, like soldiers, armed in their stings;

    Make boot upon the summer's velvet buds;

    Which pillage they with merry march bring home

    To the tent royal of their emperor ;

    Who, busied in his magesty, surveys,

    The singing masons building roofs of gold,

    The civil citizens kneading up the honey,

    The poor mechanic porters crowding in

    Their heavy burdens at his narrowgate,

    The sad eyed Justice, with his surly hum,

    Delivering over to executors pale

    The lazy yawning drone

           - William Shakespeare

  1) Title and poet of the poem :        (01 Mark)

   ........................................................................................................................................

  2) Rhyme scheme :         (01 Mark)

   ........................................................................................................................................

  3) Figures of speech :        (01 Mark)

   ........................................................................................................................................

  4) Theme of the poem :        (02 Marks)

   ........................................................................................................................................
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Q. 6) Read the following stanzas and do the given activities.  (05 Marks)

To be a successful and competent vet,
Needs knowledge exceedingly wide,
For each of the patients he's likely to get
Possesses a different inside. 

He must know why the cat is refusing her milk, 
Why the dog is not eating his bone, 
Why the coat of the horse is not shining like silk, 
Why the parrot does nothing but groan; 

Why the ducks and the chickens are failing to lay, 
Why so faint the canary bird sings, 
And if he is called to the zoo, 

        he must say An incredible number of things.

 A) Why is it so difficult to be a successful vet?  (02 Marks)

  .........................................................................................................................................

  .........................................................................................................................................

  .........................................................................................................................................

 B) Complete the  following table.       (02 Marks)

Sr. No. Creatures Their illnesses

1)  .......................................  .......................................

2)  .......................................  .......................................

 C) Write two pairs of rhyming words.    (01 Mark)

   ..........................................................................................................................................

Q. 7) Do as directed.                (06 Marks)

 A) Use 'as well as' and rewrite the sentence.  (01 Mark)

  He is intelligent and he is hard working.

  ..........................................................................................................................................
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 B) Fill in the blanks using appropriate adjectives. (02 Marks)

  1) Ashish is as ............................. as an elephant.

           2) Nikita is as ............................. as a giraffe.

 C) Change the tense of the following sentences.  (02 Marks)

  1) She went home. (Simple Present Tense)  

    ....................................................................................................................................

   2) He has finished his work. (Past Continuous Tense)

    ....................................................................................................................................

 D) Use the given word in your own sentence.              (01 Mark)

  Emperor : .....................................................................................................................

Q. 8) Form Filling.            (06 Marks)

 Imagine you are Krishna/Kavita Ravindra Kalgaonka Maliou wish to withdraw  
Rs. 5000/- amount from Account No : 1520020681. Fill the slip using appropriate 
details given below.

  
Withdrawal Slip

Date : 

Name of the Bank and Branch : ........................................................................................

Name of the account holder  : ........................................................................................

Account Number : 

Amount in Figure and Words : [..........................]................................................................

Signature of the account holder : ..................................
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Q. 9) Interview questions .        (06 Marks)

 Your school has appointed a new teacher for your class. So, prepare a set of 6 
questions to interview the new teacher of your school. Use the given Points.

 1) His/Her full name        2) Native Place  

 3) His/Her date of joining in the school   4) His/Her specialization                    

 5) His/Her qualification         6) Hobby

 1) ...........................................................................................................................................

 2) ...........................................................................................................................................

 3) ...........................................................................................................................................

 4) ...........................................................................................................................................

 5) ...........................................................................................................................................

 6) ...........................................................................................................................................

Q. 10) Observe the following picture carefully and describe it in six lines.      (06 Marks)

      

 1) ...........................................................................................................................................

 2) ...........................................................................................................................................

 3) ...........................................................................................................................................

 4) ...........................................................................................................................................

 5) ...........................................................................................................................................

 6) ...........................................................................................................................................




